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President’s Message
Natalie Kwok

2015 is the Year of the Goat. In Chinese zodiac, Goat ranks in the eighth position of all animals and it
represents solidarity, harmony and calmness. I hope this would indicate a restoration of a harmonious and
unified society, soothing the tensions among different parties due to the recent series of social movements
in Hong Kong.
Coming back to our club, last month we had our
Christmas Party held at the Al Pasha restaurant serving
delicious traditional Silk Road cuisine, including
barbecue whole lamb, etc. And, of course, lots of
champagne, red and white wines to celebrate. This year,
the Santa Claus did not feel lonely any more as he was
accompanied by one … no it’s four, pretty Santa Ladies
in giving Christmas gifts to children. Further, there was
singing from CP Donald, PP Man, IPP Francis, Club
Admin. Chair Patrick, and others with live guitar
accompaniment. The high time event was the belly dance performance in which the sexy dancer invited a number of guests
to dance with her in turn, where each guest was challenged to mimic the rhythmic belly vibrations of the dancer.
Besides, we have also two
meaningful service projects
held last month. The first
one is the opening ceremony
of the 潮 看 Teen 空 Project
14-15, where we witnessed
the young participants grow
and progress to have gained
self-confidence. I was particularly touched by one
student who is determined to improve her English
so as to qualify as a jockey trainee.

The other project, which is a life-saving one, was the
Organ Donation promotion campaign at the 49th
Hong Kong Brand and Product Expo on 21st and
29th Dec, including performance by the famous pop
singer Alfred Hui on the latter date. Our youth Step
up Infinity also performed Hip Hop dance.

In our last meeting of 2014 on 29 Dec, PP Louis delivered a very inspiring talk of his own life span referencing to the
history of the economic development of Hong Kong and Mainland China in last century. He shared the guidelines distilled
from his own life-long experience and the wisdoms from traditional Chinese literature such as Yijing (the Book of Changes,
易經). This is particularly motivating for our young Rotaractors.
Our 2nd theme night 'Shanghai Night' (上海之夜) will be organised by Team 2 on 26 Jan. Team leader: PP Peter, and
Team 2 members: PE Vikky, VP William, PP Ping, PP Armstrong, Sincere, Patrick Yung, Jimmy and Dorothy. The
Shanghai Night will be held in a restaurant called 'Jardin De Jade' in Wanchai. It is a Michelin-starred restaurant, fine
dining with a very modern, spacious setting serving authentic and contemporary Shanghainese food. I urge you to signup if you have not yet done so, as it will be full of joy and delicious cuisine.
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Once upon a time, a fox discovered a
cauldron full of chicken in a farm yard
which was surrounded by loose fences.
The fox’s fat body prevented it from
getting through the fence to reach the
cauldron. So it starved itself for 3 days,
got slimmer and successfully got in.
The fox devoured the chicken in no
time, licked its mouth in satisfaction and
then tried to leave.
To its dismay, the feast of
chicken had gotten the fox so fat
that it could not get through the
fence and leave. Reluctantly,
the fox starved itself for 3 days
again so that it was slim enough
to pass through the fence and
eventually managed to get out.
In the end, the fox could but regret that the whole
exercise left it with just a brief satisfaction of the
appetite, nothing else: a total waste of effort which had
achieved practically nothing.
Life is rather similar, isn’t it? We come to the world
naked and we leave naked. Upon death, no one can
take with him mortal wealth or fame. One spent
youthful years striving to earn money; but when one is
no longer young, all the money earned cannot
purchase youth. How often have you heard people
lamenting that time or happiness was sacrificed in the
pursuit of wealth or success; but in the end, no amount
of wealth or fame can buy back one’s time and
happiness.
The moral of the story? When
it is time to work, work hard.
But when it is time to rest, rest
up. Do not pursue what you
can’t have and forget the
happiness which is already in
your possession.
Work happily, enjoy life and be thankful for what you
have. Is that enough? Will that allow you to live
happily ever after?
I think we may have to take it one step further: and
that is what we, as Rotarians, are doing: to add an
element of – Service above Self. The 5 avenues of
service we have are: club service, vocational service,
community service, international
service and youth service. Together,
they form the all-round service
pillars and we are all part of this
service giving group.

I believe in giving alms for the sake of it, not for
bragging so that everyone knows you are an almsgiver. But this seems at odds with recent trends. In
the November just past, a friend started to grow a
moustache saying he acted in answer to the
“Movember” call – to raise awareness of … some
male health issue I think… but the way it was done –
the event becoming an annual
event with world-wide publicity,
seems to be in line with the
likes of the Ice Bucket Challenge and what not.
Raising awareness may now mean a high profile
exercise involving lots of people, lots of resources
and of course lots of publicity. We just don’t seem to
be able to do charity discreetly anymore.
Rotary has often been faulted for acting in too lowprofile a manner.
When tooting one’s own horn
seems to be the order of the day, even Rotary has to
depart from its comfort zone and try to get as much
publicity and exposure as possible. We get media
coverage and celebrities as spokespersons for our
charity works.

We have a special Public Image
Committee
overseeing
our
district’s PR campaign. There
are also all the photos and
selfies on Facebook, Websites,
Chat Groups … It is like social
media has made little celebrities
of
ourselves
and
that
nowadays, you care only if you
care conspicuously.
This maybe the right direction, I don’t know. January
is the Rotary Awareness Month. I still believe that
we can be a little
less swamped with
all
the
selfies.
Raising awareness
and
narcissism
maybe separated
by only a thin line.
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Rotary Foundation’s polio eradication effort has been used as Rotary’s major global publicity campaign to
promote our good humanitarian work. For India to finally become a “polio-free” country last year was certainly
another major achievement. But how about achieving a Guinness Book of World Record for an activity related
to our polio-eradication effort? Let’s check this out:

ROTARY’S INNOVATIVE TRIBUTE TO POLIO ERADICATION IN INDIA BREAKS
GUINNESS WORLD RECORD
Rotary News 8-JAN-2015

To eradicate polio in India, Rotary members displayed
impressive coordination and commitment. So it should come
as no surprise that Rotary members in Chennai, Tamil Nadu,
were able to mobilize more than 40,000 people to create the
world's largest human national flag. The tribute to the polio
eradication effort qualified as a Guinness World Recordsbreaking achievement.
"What impressed me most was that all of Rotary was
represented: Rotaractors, Interactors, and Rotarians," says
RI President Gary C.K. Huang, who participated in the event
along with his wife, Corinna, and other Rotary senior leaders. "They brought their classmates, friends, and coworkers. I think that says a lot about how important it is to the people that India is polio free."
Participants from all walks of life holding placards stood together on a local fairgrounds to form the Indian flag.
Their display broke the record set last year by the Sports Club of Lahore, which organized nearly 30,000 people
to form the Pakistani flag.
After breaking the record, local Rotary members, who'd formed the blue wheel in the center of the flag, flipped
their placards over to create Rotary wheels, and other Rotary members unfurled a large banner reading "Keep
India Polio Free." The organizers, led by District 3230, estimate that another 50,000 people showed up to watch
on large TV screens set up outside the event.
Once the participants were organized, they had to hold up the placards for more than five minutes to enable the
representative from Guinness to verify the new record. "The last 30 seconds, everyone started screaming [in
encouragement]," says Huang. "I [felt] very patriotic, says Avanthika Iyer, a third-year student at Shasun Jain
College in Chennai. "The five-minute period of holding the placard was difficult but made us happy.“
Says Huang: "When I was told how many people had to participate -- 40,000 to 50,000 -- I didn't think it would
happen. When I saw the thousands and thousands of people [gathered] for just the rehearsal the day before, I
realized it was possible."

Organized by local Rotary members from District 3230 in Chennai, Tamil Nadu, India, participants gathered to break the record for the
world’s largest human national flag and RI President Gary C.K. Huang (red vest) celebrated their record-breaking achievement.
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The weather turned slightly cooler for RCTP Christmas Party on 14th December. The coolness is
needed because, different from past years, we went for a feverishly HOT Christmas Party at Al
Pasha! As a start, we have 4 red hot Santa ladies accompanying Santa Claus to give out presents to
eager kids.

We have hot and spicy Xinjiang food quite unlike any other (including nothing less than a full
roasted lamb) and with plenty of boost to wash down.
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The weather turned slightly cooler for RCTP Christmas Party on 14th December. The coolness is
needed because, different from past years, we went for a feverishly HOT Christmas Party at Al
Pasha! As a start, we have 4 red hot Santa ladies accompanying Santa Claus to give out presents to
eager kids.

We have hot and spicy Xinjiang food quite unlike any other (including nothing less than a full
roasted lamb) and with plenty of boost to wash down.

We have CP Donald, P Natalie, PP Tsubaki and DAG Michael moved their butts and shook their
waists as they joined the agile belly dancers twisted and turned to the lively rhythms. The cheers and
laughter they elicited surged to unprecedented height!
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We also have the whole
restaurant rocked with
Christmas carols and
contemporary songs sung
to the tunes of singer
guitarist and the jingling
wrist bands.
Whew! What a night. All of us, young and old, had a merrily cheerily HOT Christmas Party!!!
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Carol Singing 2014

to support Child Development Matching Fund
Sunday, 14 December, 2014  Shopping Mall of East Point City
Eric Chiang
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Jingle Bell, Jingle Bell, Jingle Bell Rock!!! Every year, Rotary holds
charity carol singing during Christmas time. This year, the main theme
of this meaningful event is “helping the deprived children to reach their
dreams!” For each performer, his or her Rotary Club would donate $200
to the Child Development Matching Fund which aims to resolve intergenerational poverty by operating the scientific evidence-based youth
development model of asset building.
As a new member of Rotary Club of Tai Po, this is the first time I took part in
this event and acted as an organizer for our club! With singing and live guitar
performance, we were one of the 21 performing units of this joyful event. You
may be wonder who within our members plays guitar well. The answer is we
have got a special guest, Rikky, who sings and plays guitar professionally.
Rikky handled rock, jazz and country music in Hong Kong for almost 20 years.
Led by Rikky's music, all of our 14 performers got a big surprise since we did a
good show without any practice beforehand!
That was a lovely joyful Sunday activity since we could sing Christmas Song all together with our
kids. I am pretty sure that I shall join this meaningful carol singing in 2015 again. Special thanks to
President Natalie Kwok who hosted lunch for powering up all members before performing and PP
Peter Lam who took the lovely pictures of the happy moments! And of course, “Thank You” to all of
you who joined this wonderful event this year!
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潮看TEEN空計劃
空計劃)
潮看
空計劃 2014-2015
Kickoff Ceremony on 17 Dec 2014
Eric Chiang
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On 17th of December, it was my great pleasure to be a part of the kickoff ceremony of the Strive for the Summit Project
2014-2015. There were delicious egg tarts and pudding made by the project participants. The pastries are of professional
standard since cake making is one of the skill trainings of the project.

For those who are new to this project, here are some basic information.
Organizers
Rotary Club of Tai Po
The Salvation Army Tai Po Integrated Service for Young
People
N.T. Heung Yee Kuk Tai Po District Secondary School

Visits to Different Sectors and Industries
Training Camp
Career-oriented Courses & Work Experience
Voluntary Works
Feedback & Interchange with Mentors

Foreword
F.3 students who have low self-esteem and low motivation
in school are a high risk group in absconding from school
and classes. As they lack motivation for learning, sooner or
later they will lose themselves and live in frustration. It is a
problem that can’t be solved by teachers alone. This
project aims to help such students to develop their potential
and in regaining confidence for positive self-development
by providing a series of trainings and interesting activities.
Objectives:
1.

To improve teenagers’ motivation for learning, to
explore hobbies and to create achievements.
2. To broaden their horizons, to encourage teenagers in
searching for direction of individual development and
to enhance their motivation for future planning.
3. To urge parents to have a better understanding with
teenagers and to enhance their support and concern to
teenagers.
4. To consolidate teenagers’ recognition of their positive
identity and to improve their sense of belonging to the
school and the project.
Activities
Skill Training and Demonstration (Pastry / Beauty or Hair
Salon / Band / Dancing / Coffee Brewing / Others)

Teenagers will pay visits to different sectors and industries
to broaden their horizons. By tasting the sweetness and
bitterness of work, it motivates them to plan for the future.
In the project, the principal and teachers offer their support
to the students; mentors share life experience and
interchange ideas. Students are expected to establish
relationship with competent individuals who can be the
guides in their life.
Teachers will communicate with parents by phone or home
visit, so as to let them understand the project thoroughly and
to build up trust with them. Through participation, parents
are more willing to co-operate. Besides, social workers can
provide guidance if necessary.
This project has lasted for 7 years and helped rebuild
students’ personal image, re-develop their social network
and strengthen their sense of belonging to the school.
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Lions-Rotary Joint Golf Tournament 2014
Francis Au

The first ever Lion Rotary Joint Golf Tournament was finished on 19 Dec 2014. There were over 70 players with 18 flights
played on the day. Every team has a mixture of Rotary and Lions member for completing Team Championship. There were
altogether 24 prizes for the day.
Although it was a freezing rainy day, RCTP still maintained its usual performance and accomplished great results.
Our Sergeant-at-arms, Jimmy Wai, won Net Champion.
In team championship, Jimmy was joining our fellow members from Rotary Club of Guia Macau and a Lion's member to win
the Net Team Champion.
Our team with PP Jacky Sung, PP Peter Lam, PP Ping Leung, and a Lion’s member won Net Team 1st Runner Up.
Such a great event. RCTP golfers!!! It’s an event you can’t miss next year. Weather is great now. Let’s golf.
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Rotary Stage Performance
“Be an Organ Donor, Change Lives”
"生命無價
生命無價 人間有情"
人間有情 之 扶輪匯演
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At the 49th Hong Kong Brands and Products Expo, Victoria Park, 29th December 2014.
William Yim

District 3450 and the Department of Health jointly organized the organ donation promotion activities at the 49th Hong Kong
Brands and Products Expo on 29th December 2014.
We were honoured to have the presence of Dr. Ko Wing-man, Secretary for Food and Health, Dr. Leung Ting-hung,
Director of Centre for Health Protection, Dr. Alex Fu, Acting Assistant Director of Health Promotion of the Health
Department, and Mr. Alfred Hui Ting-hang, a popular singer, in the event. Dr. Ko, DG Belinda and PDG Kenneth Wong
addressed the audience on the importance of organ donation.
On 21st Dec 2014, a booth was set up by Department of Health and D3450 to promote organ donation and the sale of
“Rotary Organ Donation Octopus” cards. Volunteers from the Hong Kong Transplant Sports Association also helped us to
deliver the important message to the mass. More than 400 persons registered as an organ donor on that day.
On 29th Dec 2014, volunteers from D3450 continued with the meaningful work at the same booth. At 17:00, the Rotary
Stage Performance began on the main stage of the Expo. Kick off performance was our Step Up Infinity dancers’ Hip Hop
Dance, which was arranged by the Salvation Army Tai Po Integrated Service for Young People. Then the District’s Rotary
singers PP Anna Lam, PP Mahmood Rumjahn, PP Wilson Cheng and PP May Tang chanted their favourite songs. There
was also Rope skipping performance; and the grand finale was the awaited singing performance by Mr. Alfred Hui. He
contributed himself to promoting the organ donation program.
We aim to promote a better understanding and acceptance of the organ donation culture among the community. “Let’s
give those in urgent need a second chance at life!” said Dr. Ko Wing-man, BBS, JP.
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Promoting organ donation in the
49th Brands and Products Expo
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Kenneth Wong, Chair of the Committee for Promotion of organ donation of D3450

In collaboration with the Department of Health, our Rotary district staged a campaign to promote Organ Donation in the 49th
Brands and Products Expo (工展會), Victoria Park on the 21st and 29th of December. Our aim was to enhance public
awareness on how organ donation could save lives and to solicit Expo goers to sign up as organ donors.
Apart from featuring exhibition booths on organ donation, the highlight of this campaign was a variety show on the main
stage of the Expo on the 29th. The show was graced by Dr. Ko Wing Man (高永文局長), secretary for Food and Health, DG
Belinda Yeung and Dr Eddy Sau Hung Li (李秀恆), President of the Chinese Manufacturers’ Association (organizer of the HK
Brands and Products Expo) and many senior officials from the Department of Health and a popular young singing idol Alfred
Hui (許廷鏗
許廷鏗).
許廷鏗
Dr. Ko as we know is a strong advocate for organ donation. In his official address, he reminded us that here in Hong Kong,
there are over 3,000 patients suffering from various organ failures. They are waiting helplessly for organ transplantation
which is their only chance of survival and many of them would die while waiting as citizens of Hong Kong are not keen to
consent to organ donation from the recently deceased next of kin.
This is precisely why our works on promotion of organ donation is important as it could bring about the saving of lives and
restoration of healthy families.
Realizing the significance of this meaningful work, many Rotarians and friends turned up in this two-day event, some of them
as performers of the variety show and some worked as volunteers talking in high spirit to many Expo visitors for their consent
to register as organ donors in HK. It is with their enthusiasm in promoting organ donation that some 900 individuals have
become register organ donors.
I am pleased to report that according to the Department of Health, this is the highest addition of registered organ donors ever
for a single organ donation promotion event in Hong Kong.
The Rotary variety show on the 29th attracted many audiences and the well planned program included singing from popular
singer Alfred Hui and Rotarian singing group, rope skipping performance and the lively Hip Hop dance from our very own
“Step up Infinity dancers”. These youngsters truly amazed me as they actually arrived at the Expo a few hours earlier and
helped to distribute promotion flyers as well as the sale of Rotary Octopus cards. Special credit must goes to our young
designer Chloe Lam, gifted daughter of PP Wilson. Chloe was responsible for the wonderful design package of this event
which included the design of event T shirts, promotion flyers, Easy Rolls and the digital backdrop of the variety show. I
pleasantly marveled at her work attitude and the very high standard of her design works.
The district leadership is of the view that Promotion of Organ donation is an impacting district project which brings love and
hope to the unfortunate individuals whose survival depend on organ transplantation. We are in discussion with the CMA
regarding the continuation of promotion of organ donation at the next Expo.
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Year of the Sheep / Goat / Ram
Ronald Chung
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It’s been a long time since I wrote anything for Tai Post. I
guess everyone was so fed up with my President’s reports
and decided to give your goodselves a rest.
As they say, good times never last ;-).
On Dec 30, PP Claire dropped me an email that stated
and I quote… “As 2014 closes and 2015 dawns, it will be
timely to get some insight from Dr. Chung.” I have no clue
why your humble servant would be in a position to offer
“insight” to the many fine minds in the club, there is CP
Donald, for one, PDG Tony is also a tremendous legal,
and Rotary, mind. Also, there is PP Claire herself.
Among our group of Rotarians from Tai Po, I can easily be
the least qualified. BUT, what PP Claire asks for, PP
Claire gets.
While by the time I put this together, it’s no longer “as
2014 closes,” (2014 is gone,) we are fortunate that in our
culture as Chinese, we can get ready again for THE new
year… the Chinese New Year. So, this piece can be
timely and relevant in that regard. Let’s, then, talk about
the Chinese New Year.
And as the Year of the Horse closes, and the Year of the
Sheep/Goat/Ram dawns… wait a minute… is the coming
year the Year of the Sheep or the Year of the Goat or the
Year of the Ram?

The sheep
While in Chinese the three sound the same, and, as a
result, we use them interchangeably, but in actuality, they
are very different animals and should signify different
fortune for the New Year. So, what are we really looking
at? (To the alert readers, yes, there is also the lamb, but
lambs are just baby sheep and fall into the sheep
category.)
According to animal behavior experts, sheep are best
known for their strong herding and following instinct. They
will band together inlarge groups for protection to make it
harder for a predator to pick a sheep out of a group.
There is safety in numbers. Now you know herding
psychology in investment.

…And the Goat
From an animal behavior perspective, the (male) goat
represents strong-mindedness, singleness of purpose, and
leadership rather than following. People who display these
characteristics are frequently offense oriented and tend to
go off in their own direction in their drive to achieve their
goals. Unfortunately, a great of ego often accompanies
leadership and initiative.
So, as you can see, from an animal behavior perspective,
the two are not only different, they actually are opposites.
You, don’t have to trust me, the two also play different roles
in the Bible.
In the Bible, the sheep are given eternal life, but the goats
are cast into the Lake of Fire (that’s why you have seen
images of the goat in horror movies). So, according to the
Bible, we want the attributes of sheep and not those of
goats!
What is it about goats that causes the Bible to treat them in
such a negative light? Goats are capricious. They are
impulsive and unpredictable, devious and contrary. If they
are not poking their heads through fences, they may be
standing on their hind legs. Goats are never content with
what they have. They are experts in opening gates and
squeezing through small gaps because they hate to be
confined. Fences that will handle sheep, cattle, and horses
will not hold goats. They will work tirelessly to spring
themselves from any situation they deem inhibiting.
Goats are not very good followers. The herding / following
quality is rather weak in goats; they prefer leading or going
off on their own. Meat packers use this instinct in sheep
and goats to their advantage. They will train an old goat,
appropriately called a "Judas," to lead sheep to the pens for
slaughter. A well-trained Judas will lead group after group of
sheep to the slaughter all day long.

As such, sheep are a very social animal. In a grazing
situation, they need to see other sheep.
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In the meantime, a sheep follows its shepherd, peacefully moving forward with the flock. A sheep is content to be led
because he has faith in the shepherd. A sheep responds to his shepherd's voice and goes where He directs. On the
other hand, a goat follows only its own lead, creating disunity when he comes in contact with others in the flock. Because
of his independent nature, he often finds himself in contention with the Shepherd for leadership of the flock, leading some
astray.
Goats are not inherently evil, but a Christian who is unpredictable, who thinks he is above it all, who
independently does his own thing, who wants to take over, has trouble functioning in a group, or
does not want to be led, well, is to be cast into the Lake of Fire!

Not being religious here, but even the Bible treats the two differently. Then, there are the rams.

Watch out for rams
While sheep are generally a docile, non-aggressive animal, this is not usually the case with rams. Rams can be very
aggressive and have been known to cause serious injuries, even death, to people. A ram should never be trusted. It is
important to always know where the ram is and to never turn your back on him.

Head butting is a common image of the rams. They are
aggressive. Hence, in American football, a very aggressive
physical sport, the team from St. Louis is the St. Louis Rams.

The year of the “ 羊 “ historically are
(let’s not go too far back)
1967

HK Riot

1979

Ayatollah Ruhollah
Khomeini, (remember
him?) took over Iran

1991

Soviet
Union
Break up

Statistical Superstition

2003

SARS

Personally, being a man of science, I do not trust hearsay. I
was trained to look at evidence. So, what evidence can we
look at? Let’s look at some significant events associated
with these years.

2015

So, what year is the coming year?
According to most Chinese Zodiac, people that are born the
year of “ 羊 “ are gentle, elegant, smart, assertive, artistic,
creative, curious, shy, determined, and compassionate.
They can be indecisive, pessimistic or moody. They tend to
run away from problem instead of facing and fixing it. Now
you can make your own judgment and decide.

???

These do not sound too sheepish to me, maybe the moral of the story is to lay low and not stand out? Perhaps get a Feng
Shui friend to shed us some light?
Regardless, peace and health to all.
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Francis Au

Congratulations again to our good friends, Felice and Ampo!
Felice and Ampo had their Wedding banquet - Taipei Edition hosted on 1 Jan 2015 at W Taipei. They and 8 other friends
came to W Hong Kong on 2 Jan 2015 to celebrate with all Hong Kong friends. This was how “Taken 48 hours” began.
**** The Crazy Night ****
The Taipei gang arrived at 3pm, 2 Jan 2015. After a short break, boys and girls were
separately into 2 different parties. While our Rotaryannes Ada, Creamy, and Jackie joined
Felice and her friends in Lan Kwai Fong for a fancy dinner in Azure, all the boys stayed on
Kowloon side for a Japanese dinner. Nobody was drunk, but lots of memories were lost.
All we can remember were laughter after laughter ….. bottoms up after bottoms up! A
crazy night was done quick. All boys and girls said …. “Whatever happened that night …..
nobody knows …..” Hehehehe

**** The Boat Ride ****
I took all 10 guests from Taipei for a boat
ride on a perfect day. Sunny but windy!
With 2 bottles of Whisky, we all had a nice
and relaxing afternoon. A short trip around
Hong Kong Island, a nice Lamma Seafood
lunch, followed by a short visit to Hong
Kong Disneyland from the sea. Top up
with Karaoke and Whisky, our Taipei
friends were all amazed how beautiful
Hong Kong is.
**** The Wedding Party ****
We were so honoured and happy to have them with us on such a special day. The party was hosted at the latest “銅鑼灣 東
來順”. Rotary Club of Tai Po has 34 members and spouses celebrated Felice and Ampo’s big day.
As usual, the night started with Alcohol. No Surprise!!! After a short speech, Ampo was forced to sing “月亮代表我的心” for
Felice. Surprise!!! Dish after dish. Glass after glass!!! We dined at a special place with great food, great drink, with the
whole beautiful Hong Kong skyline as background. We had our dessert time at the Karaoke Patio. Everyone was dancing
and singing. I, myself, sang a song. No surprise!!! Our member, Prof CM Yu, sang a couple of songs. His performance was
stunning. Surprise!!! It was a wonderful evening filled with love, drink, and spirit. Lovely!!!
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**** The Farewell Lunch ****
9 of our members and spouses joined the farewell lunch with all our Taipei friends at Joia in Elements. It was a brunch with
free flow sparkling wines. Alcohol AGAIN!!! No Surprise!

It was a nice Sunday afternoon. The great way to wrap up our nonstop 48 hours. Eat, Drink, Sing ….. repeated 4 times in 48 hours. Tell
me about it!!!! It reminds me of having personal training section. The
trainer keeps saying … “Give me 1 more”! Right!! I give you 4 more
in a row. It was such a fulfilling, fun, special and extremely packed
weekend. Best of all, it is with our very good friends from Taipei.
Stay tuned for “Taken 48 hours” Part 2 in June 2015. You are more
than welcomed to be a part of it ……!!! How about a leading role
reserved for you???
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A total of 14 members and Rotaryannes, led by President Natalie, visited the Star Reaching Project 2014/2015 on January
11 (Sunday). The theme of the project this year is “Kissing You”, with an objective to provide more sex education to those
marginal youths in Tai Po and make them understand the real meaning of ‘love’.
The visit lasted for about two hours. After a brief introduction of the theme and a review of previous activities, all
participants including our Rotarians, the youths and social workers, were divided into four groups. There were different
games to illustrate the importance of staying alert when approached by strangers, and should not trust people simply by
their appearances or attires.

One of the interesting games was called “high heel relay “. Two ladies and two gentlemen raced on high-heel shoes.
Before the race, everybody thought ladies should do better than gentlemen. On the contrary, the gentlemen (one of them
was our KF) won. Besides fun, the game brought out the message that one should never let our stereotype or
preconception override our judgment.

The closing ceremony of this project will be held on February
15. Our Club Service Director, William, will announce details
on a later date. I look forward to seeing all of you there.
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at Carmel Holy Word Secondary School
Viola Chow, Teacher Advisor IAC Tai Po Schools

Our Interactors had a great meeting on 12 December 2014 (Friday). Also present at the Meeting were DIC
Daniel Tsoi, PDG Anthony Hung, P Natalie Kwok, PP Peter Lam, PP Claire Mak, PE Vikky Tam, Rtn. Eric
Chiang and Principal Poon. Thanks for your valuable advice and comment for the 1st meeting.

Principal Poon addressed
the students

Ms. Viola Chow gave
an introduction of this
special Interact Club

President Natalie
introduced RCTP

DIC Daniel Tsoi spoke
about the works of
Joint Interact Council

PDG Anthony
recounted the formation
background of this
Interact Club

PP Claire clarified the
nature of some posts

The election of the 2nd cabinet was done and the President and Vice Presidents of new board are as follows:
Post

Name

Schools

President

Lee Nok Ting 李諾婷

Ling Liang Church MH Lau Secondary School

Vice-Presidents

Mak Ka Wa 麥嘉華

The Church of Christ in China Fung Leung Kit Memorial Secondary
School
China Holiness Church Living Spirit College
SKH Bishop Mok Sau Tseng Secondary School
Law Ting Pong Secondary School
H.K. & Kowloon Kaifong Women’s Association Sun
Fong Chung College
Carmel Holy Word Secondary School
Confucian Tai Shing Ho Kwok Pui Chun College

Tse Ho Lung 謝昊龍
Fan Pui Kwan 范珮筠
Chan King Man 陳敬旻
Ngai Ching Yee 倪靜儀
So Hiu Ching 蘇曉晴
Chow Tung Suet 周冬雪

Two Students shared their International
Understanding Trip experience

Everyone present

PDG Anthony oversaw due
nomination and voting

Rotarians,
Teachers the
New Board for
Interact Club of
Tai Po Schools

The voting
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29th December 2014

PP Louis spared no effort to
chronical his life against historical
Hong Kong / World background
when he shared with us his “Life
Experience”.

PP Louis’s speech was accompanied
by selected songs but the highlight was
definitely the special “You Raised Me
Up” sung by talented daughter Angel.

Lucky Jason won the raffle gift of a
bottle of champagne presented by
Dr. CM.

Rotaractors, colleagues and friends of Louis flocked to hear Louis on his speech. Of course, wife Margie and daughter
Angel were there to support.

5th January 2015 Club Assembly

Men’s cosmetic gift given our by
Ada Wu was won by Secretary
Roger.

Youth Chair KF spoke about our
New Generations.

VP William reported on the different
services our club is doing.

Secretary
Roger
discussed about the
Presidential
Citation.
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PP Louis spoke
about
our
contributions to
The
Rotary
Foundation.

Regular Meeting

PE Vikky who chaired the Club
Assembly also spoke about the
forthcoming Annual Ball.
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The Board held its meeting on the same
evening.
Happy Birthday
January
birthday boys
Francis and
Roger.

Incoming AG Frankie commented
that our club deserves recognition
for different awards but we need to
do proper administrative work to
achieve them.

Guess for what Sergeant Jimmy
went to Louis with the red box and
both laughed so heartily?

12th January 2015
Incoming DRC Francis greeted our
WYS Rotaractors Becoz and
Jasmine (1st & 2nd from left) who
were joined by District’s Incoming
DRR Lim Lim and DRR Jessica
(2nd & 1st from right).

On behalf of
RCTP, PP Ping
Leung gave DO
Bassanio a vote
of thanks.
Tai Po District Officer
Bassanio So spoke
on “Developing a
Youth Network in Tai
Po”.

PP Dennis reported on
his donation of musical
instruments to upgrade
our Band Room.

PP Jacky reported on the Star
Reaching Project Visit on 11 January.

Caren gave out a packet of
fine white mushroom and the
lucky raffle winner was
Rotaryanne Jackie.

Incoming DRR Tam Lim Yan who is
the Chairlady of Rotaract District
Project 2014-2015 "The Dreamer
Project", gave a presentation on the
project and about Rotaract Week.
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December Winners
(100% attendance):

FRANCIS AU,
CAREN CHAN,
ERIC CHIANG,
PATRICK FONG,
ANTHONY HUNG,
NATALIE KWOK,
TIMMY KWONG,
PETER LAM,
WILSON LAM,
PING LEUNG,
DENNIS LO,
JASON LO,
CLAIRE MAK,
ROGER SO,
JACKY SUNG,
KF TAM,
VIKKY TAM,
LOUIS TANG,
MASAYUKI TSUBAKI,
FRANKIE WU,
WILLIAM YIM

Day

Time

Upcoming Events

Event

Venue

26 JAN
(MON)

7:00 p.m.

Shanghai Night上海之夜 (theme night)

Jardin De Jade, 蘇浙匯
Shop G3-4, G/F, Sung Hung
Kai Centre, 30 Harbour Road,
Wanchai, H.K.

30 JAN
(FRI)

6:00 p.m.

2nd Rotary Happy Hour Corner
Dress Code: Smart Casual

Peninsula Salon de Ning, The
Peninsula Hong Kong,
Salisbury Road, TST, H.K.

1 FEB
(SUN)

9:45 a.m.

Lamma Island Local Eco Tour

Lamma Island
(Gather at Central Pier 9 )

2 FEB
(MON)

7:00 p.m.

Speaker: Rotaractors from Rotaract
Club of Wu Yee Sun College, CUHK
Topic: 2014-15 International Service
Trip

Function Room, The Royal
Garden, Mody Rd, TST E

8 FEB
(SUN)

8:30 a.m.

2015 AXA HONG KONG Streetathon
@Kowloon East 2015

Kowloon East

9 FEB
(MON)

7:00 p.m.

Speaker: Rtn. Dorothy Chan

Function Room, The Royal
Garden, Mody Rd, TST E

11 FEB
(WED)

6:30 p.m.

2015 Rotary Centenary Challenge Cup

Happy Valley Stand, 3/F
Happy Valley

Jan

% of attendance of
regular meetings
(inclusive of make ups)

10th Francis Au
11th Roger So

14th Anthony Hung

Average attendance: 73.6%
1st December 66.6%

Chief Editor :
Claire Mak
The Editorial
Board :
Peter Lam,
Ronald Chung &
Francis Au

8th December 80.5%
14th December 72.2%
29th December 75.1%

In December
Got something to say?

Paul Chan
Pearl Dang

Tai Post wants to hear from
you.
Write
in
to
clairemak.rctaipo@gmail.com

Sally Luk

Tai Post reserves the right to
edit articles for length and
clarity.

Patrick Yung
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